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ABSTRACT
We have built and implemented a set of metaphors for breathing
games by involving children and experts. These games are made
to facilitate prevention of asthma exacerbation via regular monitoring of children with asthma through spirometry at home. To
instruct and trigger children to execute the (unsupervised) spirometry correctly, we have created interactive metaphors that respond in
real-time to the child’s inhalation and exhalation. Eleven metaphors
have been developed in detail. Three metaphors have been fully
implemented based on current guidelines for spirometry and were
tested with 30 asthmatic children. Each includes multi-target incentives, responding to three different target values (inhalation,
peak expiration, and complete exhalation). We postulate that the
metaphors should use separate goals for these targets, have independent responses, and allow to also go beyond expected values for
each of these targets. From the selected metaphors, most children
preferred a dragon breathing fire and a soccer player kicking a ball
into a goal as a metaphor; least liked were blowing seeds of a dandelion and applying lotion to a dog to grow its hair. Based on this
project we discuss the potential and benefits of a suite-of-games
approach: multiple games that each can be selected and adapted
depending on personal capabilities and interests.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in ubiquitous
and mobile computing; User studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Asthma and Spirometry
Asthma is one of the most common pediatric chronic diseases with
a prevalence of 7-10% among Dutch children [3, 65]. It is associated
with airway inflammation and airway obstruction, and characterized by symptoms such as wheezing, shortness of breath, chest
tightness and coughing [3]. Childhood asthma imposes a significant social burden on the affected child and the family. It may
prevent children from participating in play and recreational activities, may hamper social contacts, and lead to school absence and
reduced school performance [13, 57]. As a result, children with
asthma have a reduced quality of life (QoL) in comparison to their
healthy peers [30, 50, 62].
The Dutch lung alliance states that regular monitoring of asthma
control results in fewer symptoms and a better quality of life [36].
Spirometry provides physiologic parameters of the volume and
flow of air, revealing the key features of asthma (i.e. airway narrowing) [32]. Typically this requires inhaling fully, and exhaling
forcefully and completely into a tube connected to a measurement
device. Performing one attempt of a sprirometry test in general for
a child takes about ten seconds and less than eight attempts per
session. The longitudinal data could enable healthcare professionals
to get insight into the dynamics of the asthma status and optimize
treatment, preferably measuring once or twice a day upto a year.
Modern technology including low-cost turbine-based hand-held
devices giving reliable data [10], can facilitate this, therefore we
used NuvoAir’s spirometry device.
However, a recent home monitoring study in the Netherlands
with existing tools indicated a clinically significant margin for
improvement: only 66% of the total spirometry measurements were
technically correctly blown in comparison to the 92% in the hospital

setting [19]. Spirometry measurements require maximal effort and
patient cooperation to yield an accurate outcome measure. This can
be achieved with professional guidance [19, 23, 31]. Moreover, many
studies showed that, without guidance, children were not always
compliant with the instructed number of spirometry measurements
to perform in their daily life setting [4, 33].
The spirometry tests do have to be executed correctly to be
comparable to previous measurements from the same person, or to
compare the measurements to other (healthy) persons based on age,
height, sex, and ethnicity using the Global Lung function Initiative
(GLI) table [14]) or other databases including peak flow [21]. In our
case, the target group includes children in the Netherlands, mostly
Caucasian, from 6 to 12 years old. Children from this age range can
reason logically thus allowing certain co-design methods [12].

1.2

Objective: Good Spirometry

To achieve proper execution of spirometry, according to Graham
et al. [16], a spirometry test-procedure for children should at least
contain: 1) a maximal inspiration, 2) a maximal forced expiration,
and 3) expiration until completely exhaled. Furthermore, the right
posture (i.e. sitting upright, chin slightly tilted upright, and feet on
the floor) should be maintained.
In the context sketched above, we aim to improve unsupervised
execution of spirometry tests for children and increase the likeability of these tests as a step to work towards long term compliance,
by applying elements of game design.

1.3

Approach: Co-designed Metaphors
Embedded in Games

Here we explain our starting point with accompanying elements of
how we approach this project. In recent years, many research papers
have built on the widespread application of gamification [34, 48],
often making use of the trinity of Points, Badges, and Leaderboards.
Based on our experience and interests so far, we start closer to a
serious games perspective, namely persuasive games, where the
focus is on developing an actual game rather than augmenting the
task with game elements as explained by Deterding et al. [8]. We
will refrain from labeling our game with the term persuasive games
nor serious games, as persuasive can have negative connotations
[58] and arguably seriousness has inner-contradictions and sets
wrong expectations [49]. We do build on (game) design principles
such as rewards and (lack of) punishments, affordance, juiciness,
and game modes [49].
This also relates to fundamental research regarding dopamine release in games and positive effects of auditory cues and its possible
effects on learning motoric behavior [18]. We aim for challenging
fun game-like activities, including rewarding auditory cues with
real-time visual feedback. We also follow Janssen et al. in their assumed expected benefits of bringing the expert (cf. therapist) closer
to a game designer. To this end, we closely collaborate with two
pediatric wings from the Deventer Ziekenhuis and the Medisch
Spectrum Twente hospital, and many aspects of the games are based
on their input. We also make use of the Persuasive System Design
model [42]. Besides the metaphors, we include explanatory animations and feedback addressing reduction and tunneling. With our
embedded goal setting we also apply tailoring and personalization.

1.3.1 Co-Designed Set of Metaphors with Children. We build on the
philosophy of co-design and performed multiple co-design sessions
with children [12] 1 . We envisioned that some of the games that
the children would come up with might successfully trigger a first
required behavior (e.g. full inhalation), whereas another succeeds
in triggering other elements of behavior (e.g. hard expiration). We
postulate that therefore our system will work better when multiple
adaptable games are offered in a system, which allows offering a
game fitting the wanted behavior for a specific person that has
difficulty with this (e.g. giving the second game if the child repeatedly does not blow hard enough). Unfortunately, we know that
validating this is extremely hard and will be beyond the scope of
our research. Instead, we look at likeability, how we can generate
several metaphors, and how children respond to such a game. We
will use related work and parts of our results that do point to possibilities (e.g. children liking to play what they have not yet played),
but we do not yet claim this to be validated.

1.4

Novelty and Added Value

The novelty lies in providing and creating incentives for spirometry
addressing three targets of spirometry and starting this from a set
of games inspired by children. We use a behavior-change support
system perspective where we try to apply the power of physically
related real-world metaphors in the games [6]. We will offer a selectable set of games fitting a person where each game is adaptable and
uses tailored goal setting based on their capabilities, this is known
as a suite-of-games approach [59] 2 .
This work is part of a larger project in which we investigate
whether providing an attractive co-designed game with appropriate representations (i.e. metaphors) and personalized feedback and
feed-forward will positively impact the quality as well as the adherence of home spirometry in asthmatic children. To this end, we
use NuvoAir’s device in combination with the game running on
a tablet. The outcomes related to quality (including a fault detection algorithm) are related to the medical domain and are beyond
the scope of this paper. In a study in the hospital, we did evaluate the generated metaphors on likeability (i.e. in this case limited
to preferred, non-preferred games, and explanation of what they
liked and disliked). Aside from the games that were only based on
children’s input, a few metaphors are related to what is in use in
current practice or what we found in the literature which will be
described in the related work section.
The added value of this paper is twofold and relates to both
process and application. One, in sharing the origin, our adaptations,
and execution of our approach involving children and experts, we
show the possibility and attainability of this approach even in a
1 Following

Stålberg et al. we believe that an adult adopting a child perspective cannot
interpret the child’s perspective accurately, not even when engaging with the same
situations [53]. Although we use the term co-design, the involvement with only four
afternoon sessions and a pilot is less than typically done in this field, we do (mis)use
the term co-design, as we aim for giving children a real voice in the design process
[12].Note, that keeping close to children’s input resulted in not always the most (adult’s)
logical mappings of breathing to in-game actions, whereas Nacke et al. [35] point out
the importance of this mapping in breathing or other biofeedback games, reiterated
by [41, 67], and Tennent et al. [54] mention frustration of players when the game does
not follow a particular affordance for mapping.
2 See [41] for a non-tailored version of a ‘suite of games’ incorporating breathing as an
input for people with Cystic Fibrosis (CF), and [2] for an extensive set of breathing
games for CF designed with therapists and many developers.

health care setting and provide several lessons that can help solve
future problems. Two, we created and share a set of metaphors, five
important requirements (identified post-hoc) to facilitate metaphor
development, and other lessons and considerations resulting from
creating the metaphors. Relevance goes beyond the spirometry
context. The process, findings regarding the application, and the
suite-of-games approach might also be inspirational for mapping
(unusual) input activity in general, including other breathing games.

2

RELATED WORK

Several commercial games include breathing as an input, including
Nintendo DS’ games that rely on microphone input to spin or propel
objects, blow up balloons, or extinguish a fire [37, 38]. There are also
commercial systems for respiratory muscle training for children
with lung-related diseases [61, 68]. Furthermore, various studies on
breathing games target Positive Expiratory Pressure (PEP) physiotherapy for people with Cystic Fibrosis (CF) [41, 67], relaxation
exercises [1, 43, 51]3 including an attempt of calming children during drawing blood [52], and investigating entertainment-purposes
[24, 35, 54].
There are however, two important differences with these studies
and spirometry. Firstly, one attempt for a spirometry test takes a few
seconds, where as PEP games takes longer (e.g. 5 min [2], 8 min [41],
or even 20 min [67], 1-4 times a day [41, 67]). Secondly, spirometry
tests include only one cycle of breathing, whereas rhythm, complex
patterns, or frequency of breathing can play an interesting role in
other types of breathing games [24, 41, 43, 51, 54, 67].
We continue with an overview of various spirometry-related
studies. When looking specifically at home spirometry, there seems
to be an added value of devices that measure several parameters
(including total flow and flow in the first second) over older devices
that just measured peak flow [33, 55]. Thompson et al. used measurements beyond peak-flow and looked at spirometry performed
at home using a hand-held device with 67 children between 9 and
18 years-old [55]. The authors indicate that quality assurance was
increased by showing correcting instructions for the next maneuvers based on the errors made during earlier attempts. The software
awarded 500 ‘points’ for three acceptable tests and 200 ‘points’ if
they tried six times but failed fulfilling the criteria of a proper test
session. They found that the quality of the maneuvers was significantly lower for 9-12 year-old children compared to a group of 13-18
year-old children, which indicates the importance and challenge of
measurement and instructions for especially younger children (c.f.
[33, 40]).
Mortimer et al. [33] did a similar study with 92 children aged 6-11
years old and using the same device as Thompson et al. [55]. The
authors used a similar point system. The points were now saved,
and various prizes were offered in exchange. The authors compared
the test to values from that person to their highest result from a
previously acceptable test. Due to limitations of the device both
Thompson et al. and Mortimer et al. could not yet provide feedback
on the middle part of the flow-volume curves. Instead, they had to
rely on visual inspection for that element of the tests.
3 Note that although inspiring the study in [1] regarding ‘The Journey to Wild Divine’,
was strongly critiqued on several points [69].

2.1

Incentives and Metaphors in Spirometry

Several commercial applications and studies do go beyond points as
incentives. In the coming sections we will describe several examples
that helped us in our design process and understanding of spirometry and could help other developers and researchers by providing a
frame of reference and inspiration. Coates et al. present key considerations for performing spirometry. Children can be more willing
with games such as a ‘birthday cake with candles that extinguish
during exhalation, a sailboat that moves across a pond, or a balloon
that expends and pops when exhalation is complete. However, some
technologists find this more distracting to the children than helpful.’ [7,
p19]. Furthermore, they argue a real-time presentation of data is
needed to obtain the best results by instant coaching, and feedback
could then even allow the technician to early on abandon an incorrectly performed test. Vilozni et al. created SpiroGame, including
two games with real-time feedback [64]. The first game focused on
inhalation and exhalation, using a 30s breathing exercise showing a
caterpillar going through an apple. The second game contains a bee
that flies over a fence via flowers. Targets included quiet inhalation
exhalation volume, total inhalation, peak flow of exhalation, and
total volume. The caterpillar game was played as introduction and
then either they played the bee game or a commercially available
incentive of blowing out a candle. In the study the researchers noted
that ‘Incomplete expiration was common with the candle-blowing
method (41 of 102 children), but rare with the SpiroGame (six of 102
children)’ [64, p2201]. Furthermore, only two of the 48 children
playing the candle game exhaled longer than a second, one of the
parameters often used. However, the game was played by very
young children (3-6 years).
In a follow-up study Vilozni et al. used the same supervised
multi-target game (i.e. games going beyond only peak flow) aiming
for: full inhalation, instant forceful expiration, and long completed
expiration [63]. In their system the target was also set based on
personal data and was adjusted in 10% steps depending on whether
the goal was reached or not. The 341 young children (2-6.5 years)
were instructed by an ‘experienced pulmonary technician’. The
tasks being unclear within the game was the leading reason for
unacceptable performance, in total resulting to only 22% rejected
test session (triplicate spirometry). Vilozni et al. report a significant
increase in peak flow as well as volume related values for their
audiovisual multi-target game, when compared to standard verbal
coaching [63]. The authors point out that more than just single
targets are needed: ‘games need rules, goals, and feedback to regulate
the learning process’. Furthermore, they also suggest using several
games to each teach a different step in spirometry.
Other studies using single target games did not lead to sufficient
correctly performed tests. For instance, Grachhi et al. used a single target of blowing out five candles and blowing up a balloon
metaphor [15]. Such a target increased the reproducibility as well
as (the input-related) height of values linked to instant forceful
expiration. However, overall, it significantly reduced the overall
performance of executing spirometry and total volume exhaled
for their 88 participants of 4-8 years old. Instead using the same
platform Nystad et al. did conclude that with a single target game
reasonable acceptability and reproducibility can be reached when
trained properly, for their 641 participants from 3-6 years overall

Figure 1: Picture of the elephant metaphor that waters flowers used by Gül [17], provided by Christian Dormeyer.

(but especially from 4 years on, e.g. 51% for 3 years old, whereas
78% for 6 years old) [40].

2.2

Recent Use of Multi-target Incentives

More recently, Gül in his PhD thesis shares a description of a device
and accompanying games for real-time feedback mechanism and
verification thereof focusing on children up to 6 years-old [17].
The system includes two standalone games focusing on practicing
spirometry. The first is related to inhalation and exhalation where
a bird is going up and down based on inhalation and exhalation,
the bird flies forward constantly and catches mosquitoes. The other
game is a good example of a multi-target incentive. Here an elephant
has its trunk in a bucket of water and then waters a field of flower
seeds, see Figure 1. The game targets four elements: breathing in
rest, full inhalation, and forceful exhalation both long (fully exhaled)
and forceful (peak flow). The water in the bucket first moves up
and down based on breathing in rest. Then when fully inhaled the
water is emptied from the bucket and the trunk moves up. While
exhaling the water is sprayed over the field with seeds. Upon proper
execution first the three furthest flowers emerge, which is based
on the percentage of expected peak flow, and then the next seven,
which are aligned with the percentage of expected volume reached.
Gül [17] and Dormeyer [9] performed tests with these games and
their device with 22 children 4 . The first game was self-explanatory
and tested with healthy children that all understood and had fun
playing the game. The second game with the elephant was ‘selflearning and interacted with the capabilities of the children’. Many
children could perform a reasonable spirometry with playing it
once or twice (indicating 15 of the 22 [17]).

2.3

Commercially Available Metaphors

Several games already exist in commercial applications, where
many still focus on peak flow, including those applied in the literature discussed before: blowing out candles, moving clouds, and
popping balloons with an arrow [64].
One preferred digital metaphor applied in one of our hospitals
is the milkshake metaphor. Where a child has to drink a glass
filled with a milkshake through a straw (this is now part of the
Vyaire products). Three other metaphors that can be chosen in
the same software, are a kid blowing bubble gum, a wolf blowing
away a house of straw, and a dragon with a marshmallow [5, 26].
CareFusion has another software-device combination which offers
4 The

explanation of these findings can be found in [9], quotes are translated by the
first author combining [9, 17], we were unable to access the original academic work.

an incentive in the form of bowling, where full lengthy expiration is targeted, for an image see [11] and for a description see
[22]. Vyaire’s Vyntus and SentrySuite software offer a total of ten
different animations including the earlier mentioned candles and
bowling. Furthermore, there is a ‘SeSBalloon’, ‘Speedometer’, ‘levitating octo-tube ball’, ‘Icarus in flight’, ‘flying toaster’, dice, ‘Hot
Air Balloon’, and ‘Wood balls’. The settings seem to respond only
to a value (FEV1) related to peak flow at the start 5 .
Welch Allyn provides a metaphor in which a fireman with a
(broken) hose is extinguishing a house on fire, which is targeting
both peak flow and total volume of exhalation [44], for visualizations see [66]. ‘The magnitude of and distance that the water flow
extends to the house is directly related to achievement of the peak
flow rate goal [..] The degree of the fire extinguished is directly related
to achievement of the goal value for total volume expelled for the
particular test subject once the water flow has reached the fire in the
animation.’ [44] In the case the objectives are reached a rewarding
message will be shown such as ‘good job’.
Air Next (NuvoAir) is a handheld device that can be coupled to
a smartphone. As an incentive there is a bar graph that shows the
target volume value in the shape of a water column (including gas
bubbles) to be filled and shows concurrent motivational messages
such as ‘Keep going!’ [39].
The manufacturer MIR offers (at least) two different incentives.
The first is for their handheld device and is similar to the water
column incentive described above. In their system real-time instructional feedback is depicted (instead of motivational and performance feedback) including ‘blow out faster’ [29]. The second
incentive is for their SpiroLab device with integrated printer and
screen, it is the unveiling of a customizable picture or movie by
moving a red ‘theatre’ curtain to the side [28, 47].

2.4

Takeaway and Connection to Related Work

Similar to Thompson et al. we also set children specific criteria
primarily based on Miller et al. [31]. In our study we focus more on
the idea that the test should also be entertaining. Kozlowska and
Aurora even state: ‘The biggest challenge is to make the testing fun.’
[22, p267]. Following Vilozni et al. we want to focus our games or
‘visual incentives’ on the several steps of the spirometry maneuver,
where (different) metaphors can result in different executions, at
least for younger children [22, 64]. Vilozni et al. indicate that the
right metaphors might lead to significantly higher peak flow and
volume [63]. Important steps are to make the games likeable, the
phases of spirometry understandable in a way fitting the age group,
and allow for adjustable targets to keep children entertained [22].

3

METAPHOR GENERATION & SELECTION

Our aim was to generate 100 metaphor ideas for spirometry in cocreation with children (and experts), to select the more promising
ones and then specify further and implement a selection of these
metaphors. Our first 28 metaphors were generated during a kick-off
meeting with representatives of all the project partners with different backgrounds: including technical medicine, computer science,
psychology, HCI, and a pediatric doctor. We first identified some of
5 The

settings include difficulty level adjustments [25, 27] a full list of incentives,
settings, and accompanying icons were made available to us [25].

the related work discussed in this paper. We then looked at popular
activities and interests of children we knew, and added ten other
ideas.
In preparation for the meeting and in parallel with the project,
a high school teacher started a small HCI project with two of his
pupils 6 . Their project also led to ten metaphor ideas, including
blowing bubble gum until it pops, blowing leaves off a tree, a dragon
spitting fire, and a dandelion. A few metaphors also had (unbeknownst to them) overlap with related work (e.g. a dragon, and
blowing out a candle). They presented eight of the pictures and
asked 26 pupils from the first-year class (11-13 years old) to rate
these on a scale 1-10. This resulted in a preference towards blowing seeds of a dandelion (6.54), blowing a party horn (6.42), and a
dragon spitting fire (6.15), others averaged 5.1 in range of 4.08-6.08.
Following co-design principles it is important to include the
children from within the actual age range in several steps. Fitting
the size of the research the involved children were assigned a socalled informer role. We did four co-design sessions with 6-8-yearolds. We then implemented three metaphors and performed a pilot
test. Adaptions had to be made for the development phase for
optimal implementation and execution. Finally, with a different set
of end-users we did an end evaluation in a hospital setting which is
discussed in the results section of the paper. Below we will describe
how the co-design sessions build on Fails et al. [12].

3.1

Ethical Considerations of the Study

Participants of the co-design sessions did not get a monetary remuneration, instead they received a toy windmill and a small cookie
after the second session. Importantly the activities themselves were
intended to be joyful. We had a long-term yearly consent signed
by both legal guardians for a number of studies with the children
at the center. Instructions and templates regarding use of consent
and studies were given, taught, and discussed with the high school
teacher. We had two different types of ethical approval from our
involved institutes. For the daycare design sessions and pilot study,
including a broader way of working with the daycare center we
gained ethical approval for this study from the faculty under RP
2019-14. For the evaluations at the hospital, including the likeability and understanding aspects from this study the national central
committee on research with human subjects (CCMO) deemed this
research not medically oriented and the research protocol was
subsequently approved by the MST’s local advisory board under
KH19-17, and is registered in the Netherlands Trial Register (trial
no. NL8048). It is important to note that our design sessions were
not intended to, and not deemed fitting for, diagnosis of asthma, especially since pre-medication followed by post-medication testing
is not done. We took special attention to communicate this carefully
to the parents and children.

3.2

Participants

The sessions took place at a local out-of-school care. In total 12
children (8 boys, 4 girls) participated in the design sessions. We
6 The

benefit we foresaw for this project, was that younger people (16 to 18 years old)
might have an easier time imagining how it was to be a child, and to translate their
ideas. Something we could not investigate in our project in any detail.

included only 6-8 year-olds, as the out-of-school care mainly provides care for younger children. This fits a large part of our target
group.
The first two sessions were group-based and had one adult moderator. In total there were three adult participants, only the second
session was done with two adults present.
3.2.1 Experts. In order to filter the generated metaphors to the
most promising set, we included input from spirometry experts
via a survey. This included four lung function experts and three
employees regularly responsible for spirometry at the pediatric
wing of the MST 7 .

3.3

Co-design Sessions & Expert Selection

In total we had four sessions at the local daycare center. The sessions are following three basic phases. A divergent phase, in which
we generated many ideas. As this was a primary focus, we spent
two sessions on this. A convergent phase, where we selected the
most fitting ideas. And finally, a specification phase where instead
of using requirements, we worked out what should happen for
different errors of executing a spirometry test that could occur.
Each session was following several guidelines regarding setting
the right environment, group size, getting to know each other, and
rewards and attribution, as explained by Fails et al. [12].
We had a group of six children in the first two sessions. In the
last two sessions, the adult participants worked with one or two
of the children, as it was then more focused on choices and thus
to prevent more peer pressure changing these choices. We used an
activity room adjacent to the main room in the daycare center.
Building on the lessons and approach of Fails et al. the sessions
were set up around the paradigm of:
• Snack time organized by the day care center, we only showed
our faces, and told our names (taking about 15 min before
the start).
• Circle time getting together and explaining both the bigger
picture of the project and the goal of the session. The first
two sessions took approximately 15 min, later only 2-5 min.
• Idea generation generating ideas or selecting and working
out ideas, often using post-its and felt tip pens, where needed
helping in writing down text. Duration varied per session,
respectively about 30/25/25/40 min.
• Round up explaining what would happen with their work
and what we would do in a next session. In the first two
sessions this took about 15 min, in the last two about 5 min.
After the second session they got to keep a toy windmill,
after session 3 and 4 they got a small cookie.
To bring in the right atmosphere, in the first two sessions we
started in a circle on the ground, where the three adult participants
also sat on the ground. We did this combined with, for instance,
triggering peer-explanations to facilitate working towards a feeling
of equality instead of probing for answers. The first session had
an icebreaker where children had to blow bubbles in a glass of
water (related to one of the hospital’s favorite incentives). In the
second session they could blow in a toy windmill, that they got
7 The

experts were medical doctors with more than 5 years of experience. The other
employees also included co-authors 3 and 9 of this paper having a technical medicine
background.

adult participants listening, prompting, and helping out three children each. We tried to do three similar rounds of idea generation,
although this was less formally structured than the first session.
Based on the last session, we decided to stimulate interaction between the children a bit more, as this helped to generate even more
ideas and added more fun to the activity. When children had a hard
time, we tried to trigger inspiration by asking about hobbies, what
they liked, or what they did that day; here we also pointed at a new
set of inspiration cards (in total we created 12). During the round
up we added small heart-shaped stickers to mark the ideas they
liked most.
Figure 2: Drawings made by children, some accompanied
with text by children or adult participants. The drawings
show the following metaphors that are selected (in adapted
format) in the end: a fishing metaphor, penalty in soccer, a
running match, and a car that gets more beautiful.

to keep afterwards. In the second session the children tried the
actual spirometer showing comparable graphs upon completion
(with a single-use turbine). Each week we mimicked breathing
difficulties by breathing through a closed tightened fist 8 . In the next
paragraphs we briefly go over other elements that are of importance
on how we planned and executed each session.
3.3.1 Session 1 Divergent - Metaphor Generation. In session 1 we
had three rounds of the idea generation. Round 1, individual ideas:
we asked the children to draw an initial idea with felt-tip pens
on post-its. Round 2, inspiration cards: we explained how something else can help to come to new ideas (an associative mindset).
Therefore, we created six inspiration cards that contained a topic
and drawing, including an animal (depicting a cat), superheroes
(depicting a superman), and nature (showing a tree) among other
depictions, which we loosely based on recurring topics from unrelated ‘co-design’ sessions, and we placed these at the center of the
table. Round 3, inspired by each other: each child explained one of
their own favorite ideas, and the other children were asked what
they liked about it. If no feedback was given, an adult participant
made a compliment and where needed helped to explain in case the
child was shy. We then explained that all ideas would be gathered
from the table on an idea board, that would be kept there for the
three days up to session 2, see Figure 2.
3.3.2 Session 2 Divergent - Metaphor Generation. Session 2 was a
continuation of the metaphor generation, done in a similar fashion
as session 1 three days after. This session we exposed the children
to actual spirometry, which was purposefully left out of the first
session as not to affect idea generation from the beginning. All the
children who wanted got a chance to use the spirometer themselves
(each using their own new tube/turbine), which resulted already in
some enthusiasm. We ended the circle time with a short reminder of
a good spirometry blow: in, hard out, and out until empty. During
the idea generation children were sitting around a table with two
8 Do

note this is not realistic and in current times with the COVID-19 virus should be
reconsidered.

3.3.3 Categorization and Filtering between Session 3 and 4. The
first two sessions resulted in 56 recorded ideas: 38 in session 1, 18 in
session 2; where especially those in session 1 were not all worked
out in enough detail. We needed to filter the total set of metaphors
to a graspable number of metaphors to choose from for individual
evaluation. The total set also included the metaphors from the
meeting, the high school student, existing applications, and related
work. To include a spread of metaphors touching upon several
popular topics, we started looking for recurring topics in the total
collection of 100 (48+56 - overlap). For efficiency reasons, we did
this with the three adult participants concurrently and co-located,
where we majority-vote coded the metaphors.
We assigned topic labels in an iterative fashion. We stated a
fitting category per metaphor, and then saw if there were similar
but distinct or overlapping categories. For instance, we had several
metaphors related to playing outside: blowing bubbles, going down
a slide, and popping balloons with arrows. We tried to generate
somewhat balanced groups but the group belonging to sports was
the biggest. This made us split this category up in ball sports (8x)
and non-ball sports (13x). Animals were also a popular topic (18,
same animals were included in this count, 2x dog and 3x horses),
followed by nature (9), vehicles (9), playing outside (8), and toys
(6), people/jobs (6), things/objects (6), eating/drinking (6), technical
abstract ideas (5, e.g. an image filter), buildings (3), and music (3).
We picked four concepts from the six most filled categories. Where
we discarded the more unsuitable concepts.
3.3.4 Session 3 Convergent - Individual Evaluation. With the 100
metaphors brought back to 24, session 3 was aimed at further selecting (to 12) and providing feedback on the generated metaphors,
based on line drawings. As these steps required further work, this
was performed 11 days after session 2. To prevent expected difficulties in rationalization (‘why’), we took an indirect route asking
what they would want to change, and using paired comparisons
using only four metaphors at a time. Each session was done with
one child and one adult. The three adult-child pairs were located
in the same room using separated tables. Each adult participant
conducted two sessions sequentially, resulting in the individual
evaluation with six children in total.
For the selection, we used an adaptation of the Fun Sorter [45, 46].
We put four cut-out cards with drawings of a metaphor for the child.
Each time this set of four was fitting one category (e.g. playing
outside). We then explained briefly for each picture what would
happen in the game during spirometry. Following ideas behind the
Fun Sorter, the children had to put them in order of best to worst
regarding three criteria, where we choose: Fun, Blowing properly,

and Want to do again. To this end, we triplicated the cards. We
stimulated the children to think out loud after each putting down or
replacing of a card. We reiterated this for three categories, meaning
each category would be labeled by at least two children.
3.3.5 Medical Expert Input Survey. We also incorporated opinions
of the medical expert participants with the use of a survey. Adapted
from the Fun Sorter, they had to sort four metaphors for each of the
six categories regarding three measures: ‘fun’, ‘clear with exhaling’
and ‘again’.
Most experts responded between session 3 and 4 so we could
take these remarks into account when selecting the most promising
metaphors in the last session. Four of the seven experts did not
understand or agree on the need to differentiate fun from what
would be played again. Some additional remarks were given, for
instance, to consider the pedagogical appropriateness of a metaphor.
Feedback also included additional suggestions of how to specify
the suggested metaphors.
3.3.6 Session 4 ‘Specification’ Metaphor-related Feedback. For session 4 our goal was adding feedback regarding (other) issues that
can occur during spirometry (these issues were selected from our
experience based on Miller et al. [31] e.g. coughing during spirometry, or a delayed peak). As an ice breaker exercise we then let the
children make small tubes from paper cups, which mimicked the
turbine tubes with a realistically sized copy of the spirometer.
During idea generation we looked at each metaphor separately
and went through the separate issues that could occur, using an
accompanying drawing we explained what could happen. For each
problem, we asked children what should happen in the game and
to make a drawing or explanation on a post-it (in some cases this
was also acted out).

3.4

Adaptations and Selected Metaphors

For the selection we looked at the ratings of children and the experts
for preferences and triggering the right execution of spirometry.
We worked towards two metaphors per category and aimed for including both the favorites of the children and the experts. However,
later we decided to remove a playing outside metaphor where the
expert preferred metaphor was the same as that for the children,
whereas the second favorite only received two votes. In a similar
way from the vehicle category we only picked the car, as this was
the favorite of both, and the second favorite of the doctors received
no votes of the children. Here the car was clearly preferred. Instead,
we added another metaphor from the popular sports category, here
the doctors were undecided over three metaphors. This resulted in
a total of 11 metaphors, which are later described in Table 1 and
for which the graphics are now ready.
In session 4 we generated in-game feedback for the different
criteria of proper spirometry by Miller et al. [31] (e.g. preventing
cough and glottic closure). However, with a team including the medical partners we found that this feedback could stimulate unwanted
behavior, such as children on purpose triggering a flat belly landing
for the springboard diving metaphor. After discussion with several
of the lung function experts, we reduced the real-time feedback to
only focus on full inhalation, forceful exhalation, and lengthy exhalation until completely empty, as emphasized throughout the other

sections of the paper. Several of the metaphors were adjusted before
implementation to more clearly address these three elements.
Due to time restrictions, only three were implemented completely for our test. We did work out eleven metaphors in drawings,
based on input by children and experts, see Table 1.

4

SPIROPLAY APP: A SUITE OF GAMES

Building on the related work, a variety of applied practical principles, and the co-design sessions we made SpiroPlay. Similar to
[52], SpiroPlay is a real-time responsive app created in Unity running on an Android tablet with a Bluetooth connection. We use
Air Next (NuvoAir) a commercially available affordable turbinebased spirometer handheld device. The app uses a suite-of-games
approach as it has select-able set of small games that can be adapted
to the capabilities of the user [59]. Each game uses a multi-target
incentive metaphor responding to full inhalation, hard expiration,
and full exhalation.
Three finalized metaphors are included in the app and can be
selected. These games are responsive in real-time to how the participant did regarding full inhalation, hard exhalation, and complete
exhalation. All values are compared to a percentage of flow or volume with respect to an individually (for now manually) set goal
based on personal parameters. This also allows the technical physician to set it to an adapted value depending on how their lung
function is compared to that of an average child. A profile is saved
in the app, where we keep track of the number of attempts per
session (maximum of 8, less if 3 correct and 2 comparable) to not
overload the child with the spirometry test. We save the key parameter as well as a log with the complete flow-volume curve. These
curves are shown afterwards to allow to visually inspect these
curves. Furthermore, textual feedback is given afterwards, where
our algorithm provides additional instructions if spirometery was
not performed well. Table 1 contains a short description of each selected metaphor. We will now describe the first three implemented
metaphors in more detail 9 .
The first implemented metaphor was a car, see Figure 3. At the
start the car is standing still, based on full inhalation: a tachometer
goes from left to right, the percentage of the expected peak then
decides what car is depicted: getting a more beautiful car the better
you do. The flow is mapped to the acceleration, and separately the
achieved percentage of total expected volume decides where the
finish is placed for ‘100%’ but the car can go further.
The second implemented metaphor is popping balloons with
a bow and arrow (building on the metaphor used in [64]). When
inhaling the bow gets drawn where a bar in the top shows whether
this is up to the expected inhalation volume. Based on whether
the peak flow value was high enough the arrow will be set on fire.
The reached percentage of volume of exhalation then decides how
many of the shown balloons will be popped and how hard/high the
arrow flies.
The third implemented metaphor is about diving from a springboard. Based on the percentage of expected inhalation a figure is
walking to an indicated spot on the springboard. On reaching the
wanted peak the figure then gets a cape. On reaching the expected
9 We also refer the reader to our Github [60], it will include the art and code of the Unity

project with fault detection after our work is published regarding those algorithms.

Name

Topic

Favorite

Start

Full inhale

Expiration hard

Expiration long

popping
balloons

playing
outside

a bow is shown,
and a row of balloons

bow is drawn

arrow is on fire

more balloons pop

car

vehicles

6-8,
experts
6-8,
experts

slow car

tachometer,
exhaust clouds

6-8

at start of springboard

walks to end

progress bar
speeds up, reaches finish
goes through clouds
reaches the sun

experts

athlete is standing

nicer car,
turbo particles
flies up
receives a cape
jumps over hurdle
(not tripping it)
a beautiful fish
appears in the net
ball gets particles
(wind+fire), cheering

soccer
penalty
disco
bowling

other
sports
other
sports
other
sports
ball
sports
ball
sports

dog hairs

animals

dragon

animals

dandelion

nature

tides
(beach)

nature

diving
hurdles
fishing

experts,
6-8

side view person,
on a peer with water
side view player ready
a goal on other side

6-8

bowling alley side view

experts

experts,
high school
6-8,
high school

naked dog on podium
with a lotion bottle
dragon next to oil barrel
at the far end wood
yellow dandelion with
a lady bug on its stem

experts

a beach with one person

6-8

gets into pose
(a silhouette)
fishing net drops
into the depth
leg swings backward
exaggerated, progress bar
arm swings backward
colour coded progress bar
dog gets foamed
with hair growing lotion
barrel is transparent,
all oil is sucked up
flower changes in seeds
lady bug at top of stem
water retracts
treasure chest sticks out

disco ball out ceiling
spotlights turn on
fire changes color
lady bug flies away
dolphin jumps out sea,

reaches the finish
net is filled with fish
reaching the goal
ball rolling on lane,
stripe on lane as goal
the hair grows
up to the floor
fire reaches further
campfire is ignited
the last seeds are
dispersed into the air
water rises and reaches
feet, person runs away

Table 1: An overview of the resulting metaphors, most originated from co-design sessions. Shooting balloons builds on a
metaphor in [63], the bowling is an adaption of the commercial version. The dandelion and the dragon (latter mentioned in
a patent [20]) were generated by the high school student. Three metaphors have animations that finish after completion. For
example, for the diving doing tricks and reaching the water with applause.

percentage of volume the diver reaches the sun and might even go
beyond reaching that. After detected end of breath the animation
finishes with the diver entering the water.

5

(PILOT) TESTS OF 2 METAPHORS

To verify the functioning and overall usability we performed a pilot
at the daycare center. During this pilot, five children played with
the first two implemented metaphors (car and balloon popping). We
gave minimal accompanying instruction, showed the worked-out
images of the metaphors, asked for feedback, and asked about their
interpretations and what they liked. This pilot took a little less than
an hour and showed severe technical issues with the connection.
Feedback on the other metaphors was gathered based on just
their drawings. This way we got a tip to better align and depict the
stages in the dandelion metaphor. The children also needed more
detailed instruction about the whole procedure (e.g. sitting up right)
and about the steps during spirometry (e.g. when to put the device
in their mouth). In several subsequent technical tests we improved
the performance and addressed these issues and feedback.

6

TESTING 3 METAPHORS IN THE HOSPITAL

To test the metaphors with a fitting target group of participants
we performed a study at the pediatric wing of the Medisch Spectrum Twente hospital 10 . In this paper we look at preference of the
presented metaphors and feedback on them.
10 The study also had another attempt with a black screen, we added an instructional
video, automatic detection of errors, and accompanying feed-forward and feedback,
we also looked into the resulting values and type of errors.

6.1

Procedure and Measurements

The children performed a spirometry test with one of the three
metaphors, equally distributed over the population. Children were
participating voluntarily and could stop at any time. For each
spirometry test children had to perform a minimum of three maneuvers and a maximum of eight, depending on the acceptability and
repeatability of the values and execution. The technical physician
observed execution and wrote down any feedback the child gave.
Regarding usability, we also looked if the children took initiative
to navigate through the app to select a certain game or skip a step,
and observed what happened.
We then showed them a recorded gif of the other two games
they did not play and explained the eleven metaphors using three
pictures for each with an accompanying spoken-out scripted description. After the tests, the children had to fill in a questionnaire,
which included questions about what happened in the game they
played, what they liked most about the game, and what the least.
Furthermore, we asked them for suggestions to improve the game
even further. Inspired by the Smileyometer of Read et al. [45] we
asked them to rate the three implemented games on a Visual Analogue Scale from 0-10 (instead of 1-5); 0 anchored as ‘Very stupid’,
2 ‘stupid’, 4 ‘not so fun’, 6 ‘a bit fun’, 8 ‘fun’, and 10 ‘Super fun!’
with accompanying smileys ranging from red to orange, to yellow,
to green. We asked which three games they would prefer to play,
and which three they would like to play the least.

Figure 4: On top, a depiction of the dragon metaphor, showing the dragon that emptied a barrel setting wood on fire.
Below, the soccer penalty metaphor, showing a player that
swung its leg to kick a ball and a ball in the goal.

Figure 3: The car metaphor, above: showing the begin while
inhaling (tachometer half way), and end when reaching the
peak (car type) and just over the expected volume (finish).

6.2

Participants Hospital Study

The participants were children with pediatrician-diagnosed asthma
in the age group of 6 – 11 years old. We had exclusion criteria for
children with acute asthma symptoms, and children with comorbidities that could have additional difficulties with the instruction
or execution (i.e. autism, developmental impairment, neuromuscular disorders). In total 30 children were included, 15 in the age
range 6-8 years old, and 15 in the age range 9-11 years old, 9 of
children were girls and 21 boys. We want to, in-line with Schell’s
suggestions, point out the importance of preventing a pre-defined
sex-based stereotyping of preferences but also to consider making
unlabeled use when differences arise to accompany preferences
fitting the gender spectrum [49], so we do report this in the table.

6.3

Control and Understanding

Most children seemed to understand how the app works. Children
showed clear initiative and seemed to understand the workings of
the user interface (17x), a few (mostly timid impression) needed
active encouragement but would not act out of own volition (3x),
and the others just seemed to understand how it worked. About
ten children already during the test asked whether they could, or
actually did, click on next or skipped instructions.
For the balloon metaphor the physics in the game were not
programmed well. In many cases the arrow did not go through the
balloons although the balloons were popped. This was a main point
of critique by children and in some cases even led children to stop
the test prematurely.
Overall the children remembered and explained well what happened in the game. However, in their explanation they either emphasized the response to blowing hard or blowing long and none
of the children emphasized both. Instead, they talked about what
happened when inhaling and exhaling.

6.4

Parts Preferred, Disliked, and Suggestions

Many children could not come up with any negative points about
the game (10x), and simply stated: ‘I actually liked everything!’ or

mentioned in their explanation ‘it was more fun than a normal blow
test’. Two children instead stated they did not like the game they
played. One even called the diving game ‘boring!’ Ten children did
not like that they ‘lost’: that they did not make it to rewarding
visualizations (i.e. car-type, cape, fire), especially regarding the car
metaphor (6x). One child remarked: I had also wanted to get the
car with the open roof! Several suggestions for improvement also
mentioned this: ‘also stating that you will not make it to the quickest
car, so you don’t get disappointed’.
Other suggestions included simple adjustments of changing the
background into something livelier for the balloon and diving. For
the car metaphor additional city elements were suggested such as a
bridge or the Eiffel tower, and to have the car grow. More extensive
suggestions were also given, often related to commercial games
including shooters, angry-birds, or adaptable (point-)systems, for
instance, to use a catapult and a ball with spikes instead of a bow
and arrow. Furthermore, regarding the car, suggestions were made
to get a fire boost, to get a new car, motocross motorcycle, or that
instead a unicorn with sparkles could be chosen.

6.5

Likeability of Metaphors

Overall, the three implemented games received high ratings, averaging 7.8, 7.4, and 7.9 on a scale of zero to ten, for the car, balloon,
and diving metaphor respectively. Remarkably, the highest rated
metaphor (diving) also received three times a 0 rating, all of children playing that game, whereas no other game received this rating.
Whereas the 30 children gave a 10 rating six, four, and ten times,
for the car, balloon, and diving metaphor respectively.
When grouping all results the games that were preferred most
to be played, where dragon (20x) and soccer (17x), note that three
preferences per person means out of a total of 90 ratings with a 30
maximum, see Figure 4. The games that were most undesirable were
the dog (13 34 x) and dandelion (12 34 x), here one child was determined
to pick four, so we normalized to 34 pt ratings for this child’s choices.
See Table 2 for the full overview of results. When looking specifically at the difference between two age groups, there are indications of some small differences. Younger children clearly prefer the
dragon (and diving to some extent), and older children seem to
prefer the tides and bowling more.

6-8
9-11
F
M
T
P
D
P D P D P
D
P
D
Car
2
2
2 5
0 4 4
3
4
7
Balloons
2
2
2 5
1 2 3
5
4
7
3
3
7 0
3 1 7
2
10 3
Bowling
Dragon
12 0
8 3
6 1 14 2
20 3
2
8 34 3 5
2 4 3
9 34 5
13 34
Dog hairs
1
4
2 6
1 3 2
7
3
10
Hurdling
Dandelion 1
6 34 1 6
2 4 0
8 34 2
12 34
Diving
6
2 34 2 4
2 1 6
5 34 8
6 34
3
3
Tides
3
44 7 3
6 0 4
7 4 10 7 34
Fishing
4
8
3 3
0 4 7
7
7
11
Soccer
9
3
8 5
4 3 13 5
17 8
rate 0-10
avg
avg
avg
avg
avg
Car
7,9
7,6
7,5
7,9
7,8
Balloon
7,9
6,8
7,8
7,2
7,4
Diving
8,1
7,6
9,2
7,3
7,9
Table 2: Table showing the three ratings for preferred (P) and
disliked (D, i.e. liked least), as well as the rating of the three
implemented games. The values are also grouped regarding
age (i.e. 6-8 year old, and 9-11) and sex (i.e. female (F) n = 9,
and male (M) n = 21).
top 3

7

DISCUSSION

Overall, the co-design sessions resulted in many interesting metaphors.
We succeeded in using multi-target incentives and we generated 11
seemingly suitable metaphors, from which we currently completed
and tested three that received a reasonable rating regarding fun. We
do advise the reader to not take the preferences at face-value and
simply work-out the preferred metaphors, as Read and MacFarlane
mentioned also regarding evaluations with children ‘information
gained from a single group of children in a single place is not likely
to be especially generalisable’ [46, p86]. Instead we encourage any
interested party to take special consideration of the elements we
address in the paper, especially those that follow in this discussion.

7.1

Likeability/Fun, Again - Again, and Ratings

The children were positive about the games in general. Younger
children (6-8) rated the three games slightly higher on average
(M=8.0, SD= 2.0) than the older children (9-11) rated them (M= 7.4,
SD=1.9), which fits the finding of higher ratings found for children
8-9 versus 9-10 year-olds by Read et al. [45]. However, even based
on a (fast approximation i.e. likely breaking the interval variable
assumption) post-hoc analysis using a one-tailed independent t-test
we do not see a significant effect of averaged rating between groups
t(28) = 0.86, p > 0.05.

7.2

Fun vs Prefer to Play, or Not the Same?

Interestingly, the questions rating the three games (0-10) and selecting three games that they would prefer to play from the full set of
11 metaphors do not align with what one might expect. Of the 20
times that a game was rated with a maximum score of 10, only 14
times the accompanying metaphor was also selected from the full
set. One reason could be our envisioned difference between games

that would be ‘Fun’ versus those they would ‘Want to do again’.
We did anticipate this in the adapted use of the Fun Sorter in our
co-design sessions. There as well, the children showed a difference
in preference for these two criteria (fun vs again) in 15 out of the
18 cases. The children’s explanations while making this choice also
seemed to indicate that they imagined having different preferences
if they would have to play repeatedly, unlike the most experts.
Read et al. show wanting to play a game again (i.e. comparative Again - Again table, with several systems yes/maybe/no) is
strongly correlated with the results of the Smileyometer [45]. However, it would be interesting to further investigate whether there
might still be a difference between a game that is fun to play and
those that would be chosen to play (again) in a setting like ours.
This in itself could be an influence on our results, as children who
already performed the test with one metaphor up to eight times,
might be negatively prompted for the selection of playing that
game again from the 11 metaphors. This could point towards children liking diversity, wanting to play different kinds of games in
subsequent sessions. Similarly, the large difference in ratings for
some metaphors between children could indicate that having multiple metaphors fitting different children does have an important
potential. A suite-of-games approach could address both issues.
To investigate this further, we compared the average rating for
the game the children played versus the two other implemented
games that they only saw animated gifs of. We conducted another
fast approximation post-hoc analyses where we averaged the two
games they did not play and did a paired two-tailed t-test. To indicate that this deserves further investigation, we present this informal result pointing towards a significant effect (t(29) = 2.05,
p = 0.05) of children rating the game they played lower (M = 7.1,
SD = 2.9) than they on average rate the other two implemented
games (M = 8.0, SD = 1.8). However, an alternative explanation
here could be that the expectations of the game are higher than the
actual game play (e.g. the arrow missing balloons).

7.3

Real-world Link of Metaphors

Looking back at the three games that have been implemented currently, we see a certain lack of physical correlation. This is partially
due to keeping close to the children’s input while incorporating
expert-inspired and development-based adjustments mostly later
on in the process. This especially breaks the first two steps of proper
execution of Chow’s four-step suggestion for designing blended
metaphors in persuasive systems [6, p52]. This might be one reason
why none of the children clearly had an explanation of the game
that distinguished long and hard. In several studies [35, 41, 54, 67]
the importance of real-world related mapping, challenges to do so,
and issues with real-world mapping in various breathing games are
discussed. In a follow-up long-term study we want to investigate
this further and see if the set of games with perceived stronger ties
to real-world physics are also leading to better spirometry results
than those with more abstract relations.
There are games which seem to have a reasonable ‘embodied’ fit,
such as the tides metaphor, where children draw the water towards
them by breathing in and then blow it towards the girl standing
on the beach by expiration. One participant actually unprompted
noted this also as a positive point of the diving metaphor: ‘that

the game moved with your feeling, so when exhaling then she went
up’. Analytically, the same seems to hold to some extent for the
dandelion and dragon. Less of a fit can be seen in the car game,
where inhaling gets a car to start (full rpm in neutral gear). In
related work we have also seen both types of metaphors, including
a caterpillar walking versus blowing out a candle [64]. The link of
the metaphor itself to the real-world fit might also be of influence
for the type of errors seen. The blowing out a candle was not only
responsive to the measured peak by the capabilities of the system,
but might also steer more towards generating a peak flow than
complete exhalation, based on its real-world link.

7.4

Reaching Metaphor Goals

Kozlowska and Aurora make an understandable argumentation for
how in-game goals should fit a personally adjustable target [22].
Using the bowling lane metaphor they state one should have the
incentive animation such that when peak flow is reached the ball
should be about four-fifth towards the skittles, and should then
reach the end when ‘completely empty’ (residual volume). However,
they also state that the skittles should not be knocked down, but
that it should feel as if the child could reach it when trying again.
This should in turn prevent stopping exhalation when the target is
achieved. They suggest that when the tester is already satisfied the
goal can be set lower to reward the child. In our project we choose
to use the predicted values, an attainable target for this target group.
We also believe that once a reliable maximum reproducible score is
reached it is inappropriate or perhaps even unethical (e.g. unneeded
deception), if this would not lead in achieving the in-game goal.
In our experience the completed animation is possible with a
small delay or by providing targets above 100%. With this we think
premature stop can be prevented. This can thus also follow the
actual performance of complete flow (cf Vyaire’s Viasys is seemingly
responsive to the peak measured at start but shown at end of breath
[56]). We postulate that for optimal results, this should be combined
with goals that are first personalized (e.g. in % of expected values
and choice of metaphor) and then tailored (e.g. based on values from
a successful test). Following Vilozni et al. we urge to go beyond just
peak-flow, and include concurrent goals for at least full inhalation,
volume of complete exhalation, and instant forceful exhalation at
the start. Where regarding the latter values, in this research we used
peak flow as the maximum rate based on [21], but others might,
considering age differences, use the volume until .5/.75/1s [22].
Over 100%. To further stimulate children, even when reaching the
100% of estimated volume goal (full exhalation) several metaphors
allow to depict responses for these additional percentages. For
instance, the car drives farther over the finish and the diver flies
over the sun and beyond and for the fishing metaphor the fishes
will bounce out of the net. When generating the metaphors, we did
not yet realize the added benefit of this, so not all of the chosen
metaphors have this opportunity. We do advise others to take this
into account when generating additional metaphors or when using
our metaphors.
Beyond binary. Not all metaphors respond gradually to blowing
hard enough. For instance, for the diving metaphor the athlete gets
a cape if the expected peak flow is reached, when the child does

not blow hard enough this will not be shown. This makes it closer
to a punishment than a reward, the child knows what is possible
but does not achieve this. Alternatively, the car metaphor already
provides positive reinforcement when part of the goal percentage
is reached, as the car is upgraded to nicer models on the way to
the target. This feedback does need serious consideration as in the
results we also showed that children disliked (10x) that they did
not achieve the completed animation, somehow especially for the
car metaphor (6x).

7.5

Development Adjustments and Post-hoc
Requirements

After the first revision based on the input from the involved medical
experts, some metaphors were further adjusted by the development
team. For example, when it required time-intensive visualizations
and physics non-essential for the core idea of that metaphor (e.g.
that the dragon would be flying).
During the co-design process we did not yet have access to a
real-time responsive stream of NuvoAir’s device. This was one
of the reasons why the participants present during the co-design
sessions did not realize the actual speed of the procedure in-game
(researchers and children alike). The development team realized
this once we gained access to the real data stream. This led to
new requirements, and several metaphors had to be worked out
differently while keeping close to the input on which they were
based on.
7.5.1 Requirements for Multi-target Incentive Visualizations. The
following five elements were introduced as important requirements
during development and adjustments after the co-design sessions.
(1) The full exhalation is depicted in an independent way from
the inhaled volume. We should be able to animate both when
children did not inhale fully but do exhale fully, and when
they inhale fully but stop prematurely.
(2) Achieving full exhalation is depicted in a separate way from
achieving the hard exhalation peak. For some metaphors,
these two things were mixed (making use of the same physics),
especially because children in the first two sessions seemed
to focus on inhalation and exhalation only. To at least be
able to finish a somewhat imperfect spirometry test to their
best capabilities this should not be dependent on each other.
(3) No animation between inhalation and exhalation. The exhalation should directly follow exhalation. Also, as we can make
an estimate of the (remaining) volume however timing is
harder, we were unable to predict in real-time how long
inhalation or exhalation will take. We had no data for this
parameter.
(4) Both inhalation and complete exhalation indicate a clear goal
that children want to reach. Several metaphors did not clearly
indicate how much was expected, thus not giving the right
incentive to reach the expected values. Several metaphors
now have a progress bar based on the expected values.
(5) The metaphor is responsive for values going beyond 100% both
for inhalation and exhalation volume. This is explained above
and in our vision could also address issues pointed out in
the current use of some commercial systems.

7.6

Beyond Spirometry

The current application is fully oriented at spirometry, even more
specifically for monitoring children with asthma. However, parts
of the design process, the suite-of-games approach, and how we
included the children might be inspirational beyond this context.
Breathing is seen as an interesting game control mechanism,
even within the area of biofeedback, as it is both voluntary and involuntary, and is one-dimensional analogue but games can also use
derivatives such as frequency of breathing [54], breathing patterns,
or volume [24]. So it is not surprising that studies have looked
into breathing as a direct control to enhance game interaction
[24, 35, 54], to train relaxing breathing exercises [43, 51], or for positive expiratory pressure (PEP) exercises to release mucus [2, 41, 67].
Perhaps the generalizations of the post-hoc requirements we
found (e.g. related to expected values (4,5), separation of values
(1,2), and preventing animation in-between inhaling and exhaling
(3)) would also be beneficial in such a context. In future research
where one would also look more into the feedback and instructions, more focus could be given to design considerations based on
other breathing game contexts. Marshall et al. [24] developed an
automated breath-controlled bucking bronco ride leading to design
considerations mostly related to tactics and feedback (loops) of the
ride influencing breathing (and breathing the ride). Patibanda et
al. [43] worked on LifeTree: a fully immersive breathing exercise,
they found different kinds of design considerations, for instance
related to subtleness of feedback and supporting self-awareness
of breathing. Furthermore, such future work could also looking at
the importance of the fit of physical elements of the hardware to
the context and game [43, 51, 54], including emphasizing the user’s
own breathing sounds [43].

7.7

Personalized Unlocking in a Suite of Games

We designed a reward system, which rewards compliance of the
child with unlocking new metaphors. This is related to the suggestion to reward the child by letting them choose to play a certain
metaphor of choice once reliable spirometry tests have been performed [22].
Besides adaptable and adaptive goals within a game, we will also
make use of the suite-of-games approach to personalize what game
should be played considering the child’s difficulties in their tests.
For instance, if we see over time a child especially has difficulty
with hard expiration, and if we would know that in general the car
metaphor game is excellent in stimulating this quality, we can suggest this game more often. We will incorporate this by unlocking
a personalized set of games after a set number of spirometry measurements. We will also unlock other metaphors based on reaching
a preferred interval of testing.
The unlocking elements are inspired by the game mechanic of
unlocking achievements and new levels related to goal achievement and more specifically to Zhao et al., who showed that feature
release over time led to higher compliance for an exergame than
offering all functionality at the start [70]. We are looking forward
to completing a longer term test with children offering adaptive
unlocking mechanics looking into the compliance and quality over
time.
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CONCLUSION

We have created SpiroPlay, an app to track lung function of children
with asthma. The app includes three implemented games that run
on an Android tablet connected to the Air Next (NuvoAir). Children
could use it to try and perform spirometry. We used a suite-of-games
approach, multiple small games (11 drawn out) from which one
can be selected to be used and each game can be adapted to the
capabilities of the user. We used and emphasized the importance
of a multi-target incentive metaphor responding to full inhalation,
hard expiration, and full exhalation.
To do this, we looked into related work, applied methods from
co-design using both input from children gathered in four sessions
as well as from medical experts, which resulted in a set of over
100 metaphors. From a selection of 11 of these metaphors, children especially wanted to play a dragon and soccer metaphor. Our
application of the co-design methods showed it is attainable to
also use this in a health care (research) project. We reasoned and
discussed how it can be beneficial to use these elements of a suiteof-games approach (personalize the selection of a game and to adapt
the game), where we found several indications that this approach
might be fitting. Children often wanted to play what they did not
yet do. Children can differ in what they liked, and based on current
practices and related work regarding asthma monitoring, we see
that goals should be adaptable to personal capabilities.
Besides sharing our approach, we also learned several lessons.
We created a set of requirements and described points of attention
to help the development of future use of metaphors for spirometry. We propose five requirements that, besides including clear
goals, also state to clearly distinguish elements in the animation as
recognizable implementable independent feedback responding to
the user’s three actions (complete inhalation, forceful exhalation,
and complete exhalation). We also offer suggestions for how games
can be unlocked over time based on the behavior it triggers, and
a suggestion to provide clear attainable goals with visualizations
for over 100% of predicted values. In providing these lessons and
metaphors, we intend others to benefit during their research and
development of future systems and to get more people to make use
of it. So, we might not only help children to have more likeable
games, but even make the life of a child with asthma itself a bit
more likeable.
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